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Energiser

This is a fast, fun and easy to run energiser which is in the safe zone for most people 
and yet makes you feel empowered and connected. It starts with people in a circle 
and a fluffy ball of wool yarn

Linking thoughtsF2

• ball of wool yarn

●○○03 – 05 minutes Up to 20 ●○○

• Warm-up or re-energise

• Ice-break

• Ease relationships

• Have fun
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Preparation

1. Open. 
Hold the ball of wool yarn and form a 
circle with participants. Start with a 
silence and look in sequence to each 
person for a brief moment while 
attaching one end of yarn to your right 
index finger. After looking at the whole 
group, smile at one person standing in 
front , making sure he / she notices it.

Then, loudly say any "energetic word" 
such as "Alive" or "Yellow" and toss 
the ball of wool toward that person in 
a way that it is easy to see the 
trajectory and catch it in the air.

Say "I invite each of you to think of a 
word that represents the quality of 
energy that you would like to give the 
group. When you receive the wool ball 
I just passed, choose a person who 
has not yet received it, say loud voice 
the word you have to offer and send 
the ball in the direction of that person, 
keeping the thread in the other hand. 
This is an invitation and you should 
participate freely and just feel that 
will; you may also decide to stop your 
participation in any moment, as soon 

as it loses interest or becomes 
uncomfortable, without needing to 
offer any justification to me or the 
group ”

(you can also add some tips that help 
participants send the ball more 
accurately, easily and safely).. 

2. Play.
All participants play and a pattern of 
yarn may become visible. This is a 
beautiful moment for someone to take 
a group photo (but remember to ask 
permission in advance). 

When coming to the end, inform the 
group that you - the starter - will be 
the recipient of the last player's move..

3. Close.
Thank the last player for the word he 
has offered and thank everyone for 
their energy and involvement. Ask the 
group if they feel the good energy they 
have generated and make room for 2 
or 3 quick shares.

Walkthrough

• Choose a wool yarn which colour outstands, that be light and fluffy and unwinds easily as well. 

• Practice to master the release of the wool ball and note the tips that you find useful to share 
with the group.

Debrief

An interesting way to end this activity is by highlighting the curious paths that energy travels 
through which I have given "alive" and received "<whatever the last player said>". 

You may conclude with "when you give something full hearted, you never know in what form it 
comes back to you. So do your best and leave it for the "invisible hand" to surprise you.


